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Vigilance Awareness Week-2020 
Vigilant India, Prosperous India 

- RFCL Plant site aerial view, Ramagundam. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RFCL is all set for commissioning in the next few months after overcoming all the challenges 

posed by this prestigious revival plant. We would like to congratulate and appreciate every 

employee for contributing to this flagship project under the guidance of the invincible 

leadership team of RFCL and all other stakeholders. It will be a proud moment for all of us to 

witness this mega project driving the Indian fertilizer industry to greater heights. RFCL is a gas-

based fertilizer production plant committed to a clean environment with a capacity of 2,200 

MTPD Ammonia Unit and 3,850 MTPD Urea Plant. With this, RFCL is determined to take India 

towards food security. 

- Vigilance department, RFCL. 
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Message from Vice-President of India 
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Message from Prime Minister 
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Message from CEO 
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Message from CVO 
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Vigilant India - Prosperous India 

On 11th August, 1947 Iron man of India Sh. Sardar Patel said that „The main 

task before India today is to consolidate herself into a well-knit and united 

power…‟ addressing Delhi citizens during Liberty Celebrations. As we 

continue to strive hard in these unprecedented times of COVID-19 global 

pandemic to build a strong self-sufficient nation in terms of prosperity, 

economy, and infrastructure etc., the valiant statement echoes the 

importance of embodying core values like oneness, transparency, Honesty, 

and Integrity.  

 

The fact is that Corruption in India at all levels, in both organised and 

unorganised sector (or) public and private sector is hampering our attempts 

to attain the long-awaited status as a developed nation in the world. The 

impact it is creating affects the poorest of the poor including all sections of 

humans, environment, and wildlife, and so on. Public Sector organisations 
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have a huge role in accomplishing the vision of a prosperous India. Adoption 

of latest advancements and technologies will certainly help in achieving the 

target.  

In recent times, most of the Organisations irrespective of their industries 

have taken a few path-breaking initiatives like promotion of electronic 

transactions, central procurement, and ERP tools to reduce the human 

interference in delivering day-to-day activities and do it with more efficiency 

and effectiveness. Acts like these enhance transparency, integrity, and 

vigilance. It will be in the interest of an organization that when companies 

are re-engineering business processes they should identify potential risk 

areas like fraud, corruption, and other malpractices and build in the 

required risk mitigation management tools in the new processes. 

 

Being vigilant cannot be confined to one leaf of the tree. It should be the 

basic responsibility of every citizen of this country. For example, the 

responsibility of generating revenue for any organisation is not only on one 

department/vertical but on every single member of the organisation. 

Likewise, to curb cancerous corruption each member of the organisation 

should contribute to the betterment of the organisation and in turn the 

society.  

 

To eradicate corruption from the grass root level, a set of values are to be 

inculcated at micro-levels such as home, education, workplace, and public 
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places, etc. This helps in developing a holistic approach to deal with the 

dreadful corruption which has been assimilated to a large extent in society. 

Creating awareness campaigns, conducting workshops, and taking 

expeditious punitive action, etc., shall help in mitigating the hurdles caused 

by the corruption. 

Leveraging technology is very crucial in nullifying the malpractices which 

are being used by a negligible section of society. Implementation of e-

payments, e-procurement thru GeM, CPP, and marketing agricultural 

commodities via e-NAM etc., serves the purpose of promoting transparency 

in achieving our collective envisaged goals of becoming a united powerful 

nation in the world. 

It is high time for us to find an opportunity in these adversities. Even as we 

are challenged by the global pandemic in terms of crippled growth rate, 

lockdown restrictions, etc., the fact remains that Corruption has been the 

lethal pandemic that India has been battling for ages. Similar to 

encouraging new social behaviour to tackle and defeat the fatal COVID-19, 

the necessity of the hour is to collectively defeat Corruption and its 

malpractices by adopting ethical behaviour in society. At the same time, 

Technology and its advantages have proved their mettle in defeating the 

virus, like-wise technologies (both IT and Digital development) will play a 

crucial role in defeating Corruption and its impact on society. 

The evolution of human beings has happened because of the problem-

solving ability for every challenge that came in our path. The chronic 

problem of “Corruption” which is restraining us from uplifting the marginal 

sections, healthy nature etc., can similarly be defeated with conscious acts 

to be contributed by PSUs and other organisations. 

A common man can contribute by highlighting malpractices through proper 

channels such as Whistle blower complaints, and RTI Complaints to 

statutory bodies like ACB, CBI, and CVC etc.  
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Vigilance is a participative activity where every stakeholder should play an 

active role. Such an army of „vigilant‟ foot soldiers can surely enable any 

organisation to emerge as an honest organisation. Such an honest 

organisation can play a definitive role in transforming our country into a 

prosperous country.  

 

Satark Bharat – Samridddh  Bharat 
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Highlights of Vigilance Awareness Week 2019 

 

Employees participating in quiz 
competition at Corporate Office 

ED (site) awarding the prizes for 
the winners at plant site, 
Ramagundam 

Former CVO, RFCL had administered the 
“Integrity Pledge” session and joined by 

CEO, RFCL & CFO, RFCL and other 
dignitaries on 31.10.2019 at CO, New 

Delhi  

ED (site)  sensitizing employees on 
the VAW-2019 theme 

GM (Mech) had supervised the 
“Integrity Pledge” Session with 
other dignitaries at project site, 

RFCL on 28th October, 2019. 

Employees taking VAW-2019 
integrity pledge at Corporate 

Office 
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Vigilance Awareness Week 2020 activities 

We would like to thank all of you for your tremendous response and active 

participation in the VAW-2020. We look forward to organising engaging 

programs in the forthcoming months. The prime objective of these activities 

is to impart and promote vigilance related knowledge with the employees, 

stakeholders, and the common public. During this VAW-2020 from 

27.10.2020 to 02.11.2020, the activities mentioned below have been 

organised. 

1. Honouring Integrity Pledge ceremony 

RFCL has observed VAW-2020 by honouring the Integrity Pledge on 

27.10.2020 at CO, New Delhi, RFCL. This session is administered by Sh. 

Nirlep Singh Rai, CEO, RFCL and joined by Sh. L. M. Pandey, CVO, RFCL, 

and other dignitaries. The integrity pledge session was organised on 

28.10.2020 at the RFCL plant site, Ramagundam, administered by Sh. 

Rajan Thapar, ED (Site), Plant site along with other dignitaries. 

Approximately ‘70’ employees strictly following the COVID-19 guidelines at 

both locations Corporate Office and RFCL plant site have participated in this 

event. CEO, RFCL, and ED (Site) had sensitised the participants on 

inculcating values such as being transparent, honesty which further helps 

in building „Vigilant India, Prosperous India‟ at their respective locations. 

   

- Integrity Pledge ceremony administered by Shri. 
Nirlep Singh Rai, CEO and Sh. L. M. Pandey, CVO and 
other dignitaries. 

- Integrity Pledge ceremony administered by Shri. 
Rajan Thapar, ED (Site) joined by other dignitaries.  
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2. Lecture by CVO, RFCL 

As part of VAW-2020 activities, an e-Lecture was organised on 27.11.2020. 

The online lecture is delivered by CVO, RFCL and the session was joined 

CEO, ED (site), ED (F&A), and other dignitaries. The objective of the session 

is to interact with senior-level executives of RFCL. The subject for the lecture 

was “Vigilance Paradigm for a public servant”.  

 

The lecture has covered all the general principles involved in the vigilance 

paradigm between the main players CVC, CBI, and individual organisations. 

The lecture has ended with thought-provoking real case studies appropriate 

to the lecture. Approximately ‘45’ employees from both locations Corporate 

Office and RFCL plant site have attended the e-Lecture session. 

Sh. V. K. Bangar, GM (Mech), Sh. S.K. Jha, DGM (P), Sh. Uday Rajhansa, DGM (Elect) and other officials participating in 

e-Lecture delivered by CVO, RFCL. 
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3. e-Quiz 

An e-Quiz competition using Google forms has been conducted on 

28.10.2020. The questions are mostly in procedural nature. A total of ‘63’ 

participants have taken part in the competition. Participants have shown 

high interest and enthusiasm in participating in this e-quiz. The Vigilance 

department believes that this activity must have enhanced the knowledge 

and awareness levels of the participants. We look forward to the same zeal 

from employees to participate in further coming activities/events.  

On this note, we would like to congratulate the joint winners of the e-quiz 

named below: 

E-quiz competition winners 

S. No RFCL Plant site Corporate Office 

Name Employee Id Name Employee Id 

1.  

Sh. Prabhakar S 50215 

Sh. Arun Kumar 7267 

Sh. NK Kishore Dass 11542 

2.  Sh. Srinu Pitta 50314 Sh. Prashant Chaudhary 50084 

Sh. Abhinav Koleti 12581 Sh. Vikas Pant 50203 

Sh. Sankalp Sharma 50143 Ms. Stuti Jha 50318 

Sh. Naga Mahesh Appala 50130 

Sh. Sushil Kumar Agrawal N023 Sh. Himanshu singh 50189 

3.  Sh. Pridhviraj k 50197 Ms. Bharti RFCL14 

Sh. Atul Singh 50185 Dr. Hemant Kothari 9001/11507 

Sh. Goswami Sumanta 50185 Ms. Aastha RFCL17 

 Total number of responses: 63 (CO-43% 

and Site-57%) 

 High percentage of participants from 

HR, Legal, CC, Admin & Company 

Secretariat – 23.8% 

 At Corporate Office, Women 

Participation-85% and Women winners-

33% 
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4. Webinar by IT dept., RFCL      

 

Further to the list of VAW-2020 activities, a webinar was organised on 

28.10.2020. Speakers from IT dept., Sh. Srihari Polepeddi, M (IT), CO, 

and Sh. Ankit Bharadwaj, DM (IT), Plant site have delivered the session. 

CVO, RFCL had addressed the webinar and emphasized the necessity of 

leveraging technology during these unprecedented times. CVO also 

reiterated the significance of adapting to the latest technologies for 

creating a productive environment. The topic for the session was „IT 

initiatives for reducing human interference and making systems more 

transparent‟.  

 

The speakers have informed the attendees about IT initiatives taken by 

their department to enhance the transparency at RFCL. During the 

webinar, speakers also highlighted the advantages of implementing path-

breaking initiatives like ERP tools, automating the office procedures etc., 

in the growth of RFCL. The Webinar was joined by CVO, ED (Site), ED 

(F&A), all other dignitaries along with high-spirited RFCL employees. The 

webinar has ended with a Q&A session. 
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5. Slogan Writing 

This activity was conducted on 29.10.2020 and employees with their family 

members have participated. To avoid crowding and following COVID-19 

guidelines vigilance department has adapted e-submission mode. In this 

regard, participants were asked to submit their contributions vide mail.  

Total „14‟ had participated in the activity. All the slogans have been 

published in the „contribution of participants‟ section. 

We would like to congratulate the winners of the e-quiz are named below: 

Winners RFCL Plant site Corporate Office 
1.  Lalita Rawat Dr. Hemant Kothari 

2.  Pridviraj K Pratibha Aggarwal 

3.  Naga Mahesh and Nitin Aditya Stuti Jha 

 

 

 

6. Poem Writing 

This activity was conducted on 29.10.2020 and employees with their family 

members have actively participated. To avoid crowding and following 

COVID-19 guidelines vigilance department has adapted e-submission mode. 

In this regard, participants were asked to submit their writings vide mail.  

Total ‘10’ had participated in the activity. All the slogans have been 

published in the „contribution of participants‟ section. 

We would like to congratulate the winners of the e-quiz are named below: 

Winners RFCL Plant site Corporate Office 
1.  S. Ameer Sohail Sonia singh 

2.  Naga Mahesh Appala Shiv Kumar Yadav 

3.  Hari Tulugu Prashant Chaudhary and Pratibha 

Agarwal 
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7. Story Writing 

 

This activity was conducted on 30.10.2020 and employees with their family 

members have actively participated. To avoid crowding and following 

COVID-19 guidelines vigilance department has adapted e-submission mode. 

In this regard, participants were asked to submit their writings vide mail.  

Total ‘07’ had participated in the activity. All the slogans have been 

published in the „contribution of participants‟ section. 

We would like to congratulate the winners of the e-quiz are named below: 

Winners RFCL Plant site Corporate Office 

1.  Vivekananda Putta Stuti Jha 

2.  Hari Tulugu Dr. Hemant Kothari 

3.  - Prashant Chaudhary 

 

 

 

 

8. Cartoon/Poster Drawing 

 

This activity was conducted on 30.10.2020 and employees with their family 

members have actively participated. To avoid crowding and following 

COVID-19 guidelines vigilance department has adapted e-submission mode. 

In this regard, participants were asked to submit their writings vide mail.  

Total ‘06’ had participated in the activity. All the slogans have been 

published in the „contribution of participants‟ section. 

We would like to congratulate the winners of the e-quiz are named below: 

Winners RFCL Plant site Corporate Office 

1.  Sumanta Goswami Pratibha Aggarwal 

2.  Naga Mahesh Appala Binu Kishore 

3.  Vivekananda Putta and Himanshu Singh - 
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Contributions of Participants 

 

Slogan writing 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

- Pratibha Aggarwal, CS 

- Binu Kishore, M (Prod.) 

-  N. K. K. Das, M (C&P) 

 

- Stuti Jha, AM(CS) 
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- Lalita Rawat, JEA. 

- Naga Mahesh Appala, M (Materials), Site 

Slogan writing 

-  Sonia Singh, Officer (HR) 
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- Sai Charan, Sr. Engineer, Civil, Site. 

- Tushar Kumar, AM (Mech), Site.  

- Tushar Kumar, AM (Mech), Site.  

- Pradeep Kumar Pathak, Consultant, Safety, Site 

- Nitin Aditya, SM (Materials), site. 

- Pridhviraj, AM (Legal), Site 

Slogan writing  
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- Aastha Narula, Officer (F&A), CO 

- Sonia Singh, Officer (HR), CO 

Poem writing  
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- N. K. K. Das, M (C&P), CO 

- Siva Kumar Yadav, Engineer(IT), 

CO 

Poem writing  
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- Stuti Jha, AM, CS 

(CS), CO 

- Prashant Chaudhary, DM (HR), CO 

- Pratiba Aggarwal, CS, CO 

Poem writing  
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- S. Ameer Sohail, Sr. engineer, Civil, Site 

-  

- Naga Mahesh Appala, M (Materials), 

Site 

-  

Poem writing  

- Hari Tulugu, Officer (HR), Site 

-  

there’s a network 

of vigilance 

around the guarded 

causeway 

of walla walla 

the stacked cinders 

smoking rails 

(and weezers) 

leave nothing 

but black hood 

fate 

 

gray halls 

and razor scrawls 

mark the hellion crust 

abandoned overtures 

and dead fill 

cloud the horror 

and retribution 

of this hell hole 

 

 

bloaters and skin heads 

(with wretched 

memoirs) 

shout incessantly 

from the 

second floor 

adolphus greely 

reading over the 

rights of nantucket 

and banging his head 

on the bent 

steel bars 

 

pockets pinched 

and tumblers 

dangling, 

the stone walls 

soften... 

a seminal moment 

crosses the roo house 

as mother mary 

and the good 

painted warrior 

loosen a 

finely tuned grip  
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- Binu Kishore, M (Prod.), 
CO) 

- Pratiba Aggarwal, CS, CO 

Cartoon/Poster drawing  
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- Himanshu Singh, Site) 

- Putta Vivekananda, Site) 

Cartoon/Poster drawing  
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- Naga Mahesh Appala, M (Materials),  Site) 

 

Please reach out to Vigilance department, RFCL for any information/complaints/clarifications from 

the mentioned below. 

Sh. Lalit Mohan Pandey, 

CVO, RFCL. 

Mail: cvo@rfcl.co.in, Ph: 0120-2412395 

Sh. Ramesh Kadimisetti,        Sh. Mohammadsha Shaik 

Vigilance Officer, Plant site,       Vigilance Officer, Corporate Office, 

Ramagundam.         New Delhi. 

Mail: Ramesh.kadimisetti@rfcl.co.in      Mail: mohammadshah@rfcl.co.in 

Ph: 08728-257488-2406        Ph: 011-26701-419 

 

Cartoon/Poster drawing  

- Sumanta Goswami, Safety,  Site) 


